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On Being White and Being a Woman 

Introduction 

Coming into this program, I knew I would grapple with some big systemic issues of 

racism and inequalities in higher education, but I had the comfort of believing that I was at a 

good starting place. I was raised to be a good white person; I was raised to not judge a person by 

the color of their skin. Finally, I was taught that if we worked hard enough we all would get what 

we deserve. What I did not yet know, however, were the impact the following three realizations 

would have on me: 1) I am not an anti-racist white woman, 2) American society has privileged 

me because of my economic status and my skin color, and 3) Being a White woman means 

something. This paper will discuss these two aspects with relation to my college experience and 

experiences with various readings and classroom experiences since being in the HESA program. 

Because I have largely tackled my identity as a White person since enrolling in the HESA 

program, it is where the bulk of my identity work has taken place. I will be in a class this 

summer that focuses on “Women in Leadership” in the hopes that I can better understand the 

space at the intersections of my identities.  

I Am Not an Anti-Racist 

I did my literature review on the identity development of White Anti-Racists, and in 

doing so, realized that I was not yet “developed” as a White Anti-Racist. I met this discovery 

with a lot of confusion and frustration. In my literature review I wrote about how researchers 

have repeatedly highlighted that White people have negative views of their racial identity if they 

have even considered it (Wise, 2002, 2010; Smith & Redington, 2010; Case, 2012). A problem 

exists such that White people do not have enough strong anti-racist role models and cannot even 

name such role models that do exist (Wise, 2002, 2010; Smith & Redington, 2010; Case, 2012).  
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My simple claim that I do not judge people by their skin color or ethnicity does not defeat 

the system of oppression that people of color live in every day. It does not un-do harm that my 

ancestors, and other White people that came before me, have caused. Most importantly, it does 

not make me a good White person simply because I have a racially diverse group of friends.  

I have easily lived a life where I have not had to and have not forced myself to address 

systemically engrained issues of racism. I know that I am not a racist in the same ways that shop-

owners not allowing blacks into their shops were racists, but does my refusal to call people by 

derogatory names make me anti-racist? The answer is no, and this is something I am still 

struggling with. I am trying to make an anti-racist lifestyle fit with into my life. I am struggling 

to see how I can make that happen. I have not yet stepped out of my comfort zone and dealt with 

systemic issues. I still abide by an “I am not qualified to do that” or perhaps a “someone else will 

do it” mindset. However, I know that I am in a position of privilege; I know that I can arrive to a 

meeting or a class and people will hear my voice. The realization that I am reaching is one that 

acknowledges the privileges that I am allowed because of my skin color.  

I Am Privileged Because of My Skin Color 

I know that I have taken the first step to combatting systemic racism in acknowledging 

and discussing with others the myth of meritocracy that seems so abundant and engrained in 

American society. Seeing the hegemony inherent in the dominant narrative of meritocracy 

constitutes my path to developing my identity as a White anti-racist. In this class, I have reflected 

upon my own upbringing and my own narrative in order to inform my own racial development. 

Besides talking about the history of racism in the pre-civil- rights-era America I had previously 

believed that while growing up, issues of race were simply never raised in the classroom. A 

conversation in class after reading Stefancic and Delgado’s (2011) “Introduction to Critical Race 
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Theory” made me realize a fallacy that had existed in my life as a white person. Contrary to my 

assertions in class, issues of race were brought up in the classroom, but they were largely 

unaddressed in an educational or a developmental capacity.  

In college, I enrolled in a course called “Rhetoric of Race Relations.” I was challenged by 

the professor midway through the semester when I said that I knew what it was like to be victim 

of racism. I went on to describe to her that I had been the only White girl on a basketball team, 

that it was a troubling position, that I had to fight to earn respect, and that I was often cut out of 

conversations, not invited to parties, and made fun of for my “Whiteness.” My teacher told me 

that although I may have experienced what it was like to be the only white person, a minority in 

my story, I was not a victim of racism. I argued back, not understanding and feeling invalidated. 

She tried explaining to me that I could have left that team at any time. I could have removed 

myself from the situation. I could have unloaded my knapsack of White privilege at any time and 

“arrange(d) to be in the company of people of my race” as soon as I wanted to (McIntosh, 1988, 

p. 97). I was embarrassed. I had never questioned myself in terms of what my race allowed me.  

Working with Tatum’s (1992) preferred definition of racism, it is “a ‘system of advantage 

based on race’ (see Wellman, 1977)” (p. 3). I now understand that my teacher was trying to 

explain this advantage and the aspect of power inherent in racism. People of color cannot always 

choose to remove themselves from situations like the one I described. This is my advantage that 

my skin affords me. This is part of my White privilege. I had never questioned what it was like 

to be White in America, for it is, according to Wise (2011), “an uninterrogated norm” and that 

“being a member of the majority… allows one to ignore how race shapes one’s life” (p. 2). This 

was my narrative up until very recently.  
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I recently read about participants in Case’s (2012) study who agree that this fight against 

racism and this interrogation of Whiteness needs to be an action-based one and that we White 

people need to use our privilege for good: namely to get other White people to listen (a point also 

raised by Wise, 2010). I think this aspect of anti-racism and privilege is where White-guilt comes 

in. I have always felt that I am not doing enough, but I have excused myself saying that I am 

busy doing other things (that my privilege gets me), like going to school or participating in 

sports. I know this needs to change, but I am still trying to figure out where it fits into my life. 

My Intersections of Race and Gender 

Tisdell’s (2000) chapter on “The Politics of Positionality” truly struck a new chord with 

me. For as far back as I can remember I have been a vocally involved person. Whether it is a 

sports team locker room pep-talk, a classroom discussion on reading, my first RA training, or a 

social justice and diversity oriented workshop, it has never mattered if I were experienced or a 

novice. I fully engage and for me to be engaged, I have been taught to ask questions and 

participate vocally. Not everyone has had that same experience. In fact, I learned that this 

experience is connected to my position as a woman (adhering to gender norms) in classrooms as 

well. I was never made fun of for being smart, for knowing the answers, or for participating in 

class. For me and other women in my classes, being involved in the classroom was normal. 

Although I never noticed a male being made fun of for knowing the answers or participating by 

raising his hand, I can look back and recall that I would notice and even be shocked when a male 

in a class knew an answer, got the best test score, or dominated discussions. I was never the only 

woman or only white woman in a class. I also never felt alienated for participating actively. Until 

HESA. 
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I have been able to reflect on both my identity as a White person and as a White woman 

in my HESA classes. Obviously I am not the only one in the classes, but I have discussed with 

my White-female classmates and a few female classmates of color my frustration with my hyper-

awareness of feeling like I am dominating class discussions. Part of this can be attributed to my 

extrovert tendencies in disliking silence and wanting to move a class along, but much of this is 

undoubtedly connected to the positive affirmations I always received from teachers when I 

participated. 

Another piece of positionality as a White woman that has become an increasingly 

difficult component for me is my inability to control my tears. I have explained my tears as part 

of my ability to emotionally connect with someone’s story, whether I have experienced it or not, 

but my tears have lately been characterized as detracting from larger conversations of race and 

social justice. In one class in particular, I cried while trying to find the words to explain the new 

discomfort I have felt as a White person in the HESA program. I was later able to reflect back on 

this situation and realize that I cry when I am ashamed or do not feel proud of where I am at. 

This extends so far beyond discussions of race and social justice that it frustrated me to know 

that my crying during that class could be interpreted as the White person stealing the focus away 

from the topic at hand. It is because of this classroom situation that I know I need to further 

explore the intersections of my Whiteness and my identity as a woman, especially in terms of 

seeing how they show up in certain spaces: spaces that deal with social justice. 
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